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“Disinfo perpetrators are absolute bad guys that 
intentionally use illegal means to distort the truth and 
destroy our democracies.”

Unfortunately, no.

Most people just like money or other forms of value. It is, 
however, ignorant to think that there is only one person, 
group or organisation at the top that intentionally profits. 
On the contrary, we need to understand that there is an 
entire economy of disinformation facilitation that also 
includes unintentional suppliers and facilitators.

Disinfonomics is an adaptation of an advanced 
understanding of business modeling, applied to influence 
operations:

A conceptual framework that provides actionable focus 
points on TTPs by dissecting foreign information 
manipulation and influence campaigns into sets of 
transactions, also known as complex recursive exchange 
algorithms (CREA).

In a policy world where blunt force has often championed 
in counter-disinformation, disinfonomics provides clear, 
highly targeted intervention possibilities that are far more 
effective and create significantly less societal backfire.



CREA

CREA is the analysis of complex recursive 
exchange algorithms, a.k.a. business models. CREA 
differs from managerial analysis of business 
models, accounting and micro economics primarily 
in its taxonomy.

The building blocks of CREA are exchanges (trades, 
transactions) and agents (principals, entrepreneurs, 
trading partners). Prime examples are external 
trades between two or more agents, or internal 
trades with itself. 

This is taken, with modifications, straight from 
accounting, and micro economics.

I WANT AN EASY EXPLANATION



1 transaction = 4 
variables

WHOM HOW GIVE GET

To whom is the 
transaction giving 
something?

How is that 
transaction 
accounted for?

What are the 
goods or services 
given to the 
whom?

What does the 
who get back 
from the whom 
through the how?

WHO

 The organisation that provides the main perspective



WHOM HOW GIVE GET

Supplement pills 
supplier

Affiliate 
marketing 
contract

Web traffic Money

WHO

Kids in Veles, North Macedonia

CREA = Set of 
transactions



WHOM HOW GIVE GET

Supplement pills 
supplier

Affiliate 
marketing 
contract

Web traffic Money

WHO

Kids in Veles, North Macedonia

US Electorate Social media 
feeds

Hillary clickbait Web traffic

? BLACK BOX ?

WHOM HOW GIVE GET



WHOM HOW GIVE GET

Supplement pills 
supplier

Affiliate 
marketing 
contract

Web traffic Money

WHO

Kids in Veles, North Macedonia

US Electorate Social media 
feeds

Localized Hillary 
clickbait

Web traffic

WHOM HOW GIVE GET

Puppet masters Local teens Money Sock puppets

Gig workers Gig platform Rough English Local slang

VLOP FB Pages Sock puppet 
activity

Page followers



ISP

Gig platform

VLOP Local teens

Puppet master Sock puppet

Affiliate 
Marketing

Address the weakest link


